On April 1, 2011, the Vermont State Legislature passed H.211, “Ban on Felt-Soled Boots and Waders.” The legislation made it “[un]lawful to use external felt-soled boots or external felt-soled waders in the waters of Vermont, except that a state or federal employee or emergency personnel, including fire, law enforcement, and EMT personnel, may use external felt-soled boots or external felt-soled waders in the discharge of official duties.”

This report will examine three main issues surrounding the use of and the ban on felt-soled wading boots: (1) the diseases associated with felt-soled waders; (2) the correlation between the use of felt-soled wading boots and other external factors that could contribute to the spread of harmful water-borne microorganisms and diseases; and (3) the potential safety issues resulting from the ban on felt-soled waders. The report will also look at the actions taken by other state legislatures regarding this issue.

Background

Felt-soled waders are associated with the spread of Didymosphenia Geminata (Didymo, or also known as “rock snot”), New Zealand Mudsnails, and Myxobolus Cerebralis (whirling disease), Spiny Waterflea, VHS disease of Fish, and Faucet Snails. However, only Didymo and whirling disease have been discovered in Vermont waterways.
Didymo is an invasive freshwater diatomic species (microscopic algae).\textsuperscript{4} Didymo appears as stalks and blooms attaching itself to the rocky bottom of rivers, smothering aquatic insects, native algae, and other organisms.\textsuperscript{5} The presence of Didymo can have “a significant biological impact to stream ecosystem function with the ability to alter food web structure and hydraulics of streams and rivers.”\textsuperscript{6} Didymo was first reported in Vermont during the summers of 2006 and 2007 in the Batten Kill River, Connecticut River and the White River.\textsuperscript{7} In 2008 it was found in the Mad River (VT), and then in the Gihon and Passumpsic Rivers (VT) in 2010.\textsuperscript{8} Didymo findings are highlighted in the map below:

Figure 1: Didymo in Vermont

\textsuperscript{5} New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, “Didymo (aka “Rock Snot”) Found in Vermont and New Hampshire.”  
\textsuperscript{7} New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, “Didymo (aka “Rock Snot”) Found in Vermont and New Hampshire.”  
\textsuperscript{8} New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, “Didymo (aka “Rock Snot”) Found in Vermont and New Hampshire.”
Whirling disease is a neurological disorder caused by a parasite.\(^9\) It primarily affects juvenile trout, causing severe deformities of the skeleton and skull leading to mortality rates as high as 100 percent.\(^10\) The parasite releases spores into the fish, attacking cartilage tissue, particularly in the head, causing serious physical damage to the fish.\(^11\) Whirling disease was reportedly found in the Batten Kill River in 2002.\(^12\)

**Research Studies**

In 2008, the *North American Journal of Fisheries Management* published a report examining the retention rate of *M. cerebralis* (whirling disease) in rubber, felt, lightweight nylon, and neoprene waders.\(^13\) The study found that felt retained the highest percentage of myxospores out of the four materials.\(^14\) The pore size of the felt waders creates a moist environment within the shoe sole “allowing cells and parasites to remain viable for hours, or even days, after leaving a river.”\(^15\) The study concluded that the potential for felt to carry even small numbers of myxospores suggests that it is probable that felt-soled wading boots leads to the introduction of whirling disease.\(^16\) Laboratory tests conducted by the Coastal Oregon Marine Experiment Station at Oregon State University with felt soled waders confirmed these findings. “The OSU researchers also tested whether the parasite could be passed through birds – especially mergansers, mallards and crows – that might feed on the juvenile fish or worms, but results were inconclusive.”\(^17\)

With regard to Diadmo, research reported in *Fisheries* in 2009 found that “the pattern of diadmo spread among rivers on Vancouver Island correlates with the activity of fishermen and the commercial introduction and widespread use of felt-soled waders in the late 1980s.”\(^18\) A more recent report published in 2014 by the *Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Science* examined the causes of the recent emergence of Diadmo in waterways around Gaspesie,  
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\(^10\) Oregon State University, “Parasite Causing Whirling Disease Could be Transmitted Via Fishing Waders.”


\(^12\) Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife, “Whirling Disease found in the Batten Kill!”


\(^14\) Gates et al., “Adherence of Myxobolus cerebralis Myxospores to Waders: Implications for Disease Dissemination.”

\(^15\) Bothwell et al., “On the Boots of Fishermen.”

\(^16\) Gates et al., “Adherence of Myxobolus cerebralis Myxospores to Waders: Implications for Disease Dissemination.”

\(^17\) Oregon State University, “Parasite Causing Whirling Disease Could be Transmitted Via Fishing Waders.”

Quebec. The researchers found that the region surrounding Gaspesie is “experiencing substantial environmental shifts related to recent climatic warming and provides strong support that the recent rise in Didymo is, at least in part, climate related.” The study concluded, “given Didymo’s habitat and environmental preferences, we propose that climate-related changes in regional rivers are likely an important factor that favors its proliferation.”

Moreover, in May 2014 the journal *BioScience* published a report that found evidence indicating that Didymo blooms were, “not caused solely by [human] introduction,” and may be attributed to, “environmental conditions that promote excessive stalk production.” The *BioScience* study concluded that, “observational and experimental evidence shows that the nuisance or invasive characteristics of *D. geminata* are caused by a specific set of environmental conditions.”

Thus, while studies have concluded that the spread of whirling disease is attributable to felt-soled waders, the spread of Didymo may be due, at least in part, to climate change.

**Safety Concerns**

The main safety concern regarding H.211 is that alternatives, like rubber-soled waders, offer less traction in turn making them a potentially dangerous alternative. The only evidence for this, however, is found in anecdotal accounts from various fly-fishermen. An article in the Juneau Empire cited an interview with Dr. Donald Harrell and Dr. Doug Webber, who claimed they often dealt with numerous fly-fishing injuries, which they attributed to improper wading boots. On the contrary, Kenny Clarke an outdoorsmen/photographer blogger, claimed that rubber waders, in fact, offered “better traction and stability.” In the trial three angler fishers
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wore a felt-soled boot on one foot and a rubber soled boot on the other foot. Clarke summarized the test trial results as follows:

“This (referencing the StreamTread rubber sole by SIMMS and the Vibram company) rubber sole provides better traction and stability in the majority of the situations that anglers will encounter in the field, providing a much safer overall fly fishing experience. And to be 100% objective we did note one area in which the felt did provide a slight advantage to the rubber, most notably when wading on algae covered rocks. To overcome this technical wading situation with rubber soled wading boots anglers are encouraged to utilize screw in studs, which are available from a variety of different manufacturers.”

As the quote suggests, there are a number of alternatives to felt-soled waders. A variety of companies like Patagonia, StreamTread, and L. L. Bean offer alternatives to felt-soled waders, and each company claims that their products outperform felt-soled waders. Tom Estilow, a writer for Hatch Magazine, reviewed the aforementioned StreamTread rubber soles and said:

“No only do the StreamTread soles carry their own on all kinds of aquatic terrain, they clean up quick and easy after the day is done. The traction and hiking ability of the Riversheds [with StreamTread soles] on river banks and dry land beats felt hands down.”

Another alternative is known as svelte, a material made by Korkers. Kirk Deeter wrote in Field & Stream that svelte has the texture of “a pot scrubber... hard, gritty texture that's often on the back side of a dish sponge... It dries four times faster than felt, and absorbs five times less water (hence the eco-friendliness).” Deeter claims it grips as well, or better than felt.
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Other States’ Policies

Didymo has been found in multiple waterways across the United States. States have tried to mitigate the spread of Didymo and other potential invasive species to other waterways using a number of different tactics. Figure 2 illustrates the various state policies. Vermont, Alaska, Maryland, Missouri, Nebraska, Rhode Island and South Dakota currently ban the use of felt-soled waders. Idaho, Maine, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico and Oregon are considering or have considered a ban through departmental rulings or legislative action. Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia provide a warning about felt-soled boots’ connection with Didymo.

Figure 2: State Policies on Felt Sole Waders

Source: This map was created at [http://diymaps.net/us_12.htm](http://diymaps.net/us_12.htm) by compiling information from sources listed in Appendix A.

Conclusion

This report discussed the potentially harmful effects that Didymosphenia geminate (Didymo) and whirling disease may have on Vermont waterways, if they are spread. Studies have concluded that felt-soled waders are the likely cause of the spread of whirling disease. While some studies have also implicated felt-soled waders in the spread of Didymo, more recent studies have found that climate change may also be responsible. States affected by Didymo and/or whirling disease have responded in a variety of ways ranging from educational information dissemination to legislative bans on the use of felt-soled waders. Fishers and anglers have voiced safety concerns regarding the prohibition of felt-soled waders; however, systematic safety studies have yet to be conducted to test this claim. There are alternatives products to felt-soled waders, which the produces, and some anglers, claim to be just as good a product, if not better, than felt-waders.

This report was completed on March 17, 2015 by Matt Cleary, Dahne Duffy and Kyle Heffrin under the supervision of Professors Jack Gierzynski, Robert Bartlett and Eileen Burgin in response to a request from Representative David Deen.

Contact: Professor Anthony Gierzynski, 517 Old Mill, The University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405, phone 802-656-7973, email agierzyn@uvm.edu.

Disclaimer: This report has been compiled by undergraduate students at the University of Vermont under the supervision of Professor Anthony Jack Gierzynski, Professor Robert Bartlett and Professor Eileen Burgin. The material contained in the report does not reflect the official policy of the University of Vermont.
Appendix A: Sources for Figure 2